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Firmware: 6.8.3711 (June 18, 2024)

Core Changes

1. Support of the new Dropbox authorization schema.

Reading Program

1. Fixed a problem that could cause incorrect adjustment of contrast, brightness, and 
saturation of the page in some PDF format books.

2. Addressed an issue that could have prevented the underlining of text strings while 
creating notes in some EPUB format books.

3. Fixed an issue that could cause the absence of Adobe activation in device Settings when 
activating the device in the ADE application.

4. Fixed an issue that may have caused some ghosting to remain when moving a slider 
while editing an address bar in the Browser application.

5. Fixed a problem that might have prevented scrolling through the list of pictures in the 
popup window using hardware buttons while adding pictures to a playlist in the Photo 
Frame application.

6. Fixed the problem that some books in CBZ format were displayed without covers in 
Library application.

7. Resolved the issue of possible inverted illustrations in some books of CBZ format when 
Dark mode is enabled.

8. Fixed the problem that for some epub files the current reading page was not saved 
when closing a book.

9. Fixed an issue that may have prevented covers of some books in epub format from 
being displayed on the device’s Main Menu.
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10. Fixed an issue that could cause not accurate selection of words in epub-format books 
when creating highlightin notes mode.

11. Fixed an issue that may have caused some parts of text to be missed in some books in 
EPUB format.

Browser App

1. Added functionality of informing the website about the current color scheme, depending 
on whether Dark mode is enabled or not in the Browser application.

2. Added functionality to invert the current web page when Dark mode is enabled in the 
Browser application.

Other Improvements

1. Fixed an issue that displayed the author’s name incorrectly in some audiobooks.

2. Fixed a problem that could cause an incorrect search in the Library if special characters 
are present in the search word.

3. Fixed an issue that may have caused some third-party dictionaries in .dic format not to 
work on device.

4. Some wording improvements.
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Firmware: 6.8.2015 (August 16, 2023)

Other improvements

1. Fixed a problem that could cause an unprecise opening of a note from a list of notes, 
that was created in PocketBook application on iOS and received when synchronizing notes 
with PB Cloud.

2. Some wording improvements.

3. Other minor bugfixes and improvements.

4. Smoother movement of sliders while highlighting text in a book.
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Firmware: 6.8.1719 (June 29, 2023)

Core changes

1. Added DARKmode, recommended for reading in the dark. When the DARKmode is 
activated, the letters are displayed light and the background is dark, so that the background 
of the e-book page does not contrast with the dark surroundings and the eyes are not 
impaired.

It is possible to enable or disable the inversion of illustrations in the settings («Frontlight & 
DARKmode»). This option is only available if DARKmode is activated.

Reading program

1. When turning into landscape orientation there is now an automatic change of the prev 
page and next page buttons for flipping pages more conveniently in this orientation.

2. Faster zoom in PDF, DjVu formatted books.

3. Faster handling of the list of notes in the «Content» of the Reading app as well as the 
Notes Application.

4. Fixed the problem that could cause grey frames in some illustrations in books of FB2 
format.

Other improvements

1. Implementation of an automatic connection to Bluetooth headphones  after the device 
is turned on, if previously paired headphones are found.

2. Fixed an issue that may have caused some third-party dictionaries in .dic format not to 
work on device.
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3. Fixed an issue that caused Bluetooth headphones to not automatically reconnect after 
the device resumed from sleep mode.

4. Fixed a problem where pressing the next page button would cause double page flipping 
if the device switched to power saving mode while the button was being pressed.

5. Fixed the problem that caused pages to be skipped when using the next page button in 
PDF-formatted books.

6. Fixed the problem that the Bluetooth buttons of some device types (uHID devices 
working with the BT LE standard) could not be paired with the device.


